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Rating History
Dissemination Date Long Term Rating Short Term Rating Outlook Action Rating Watch

28-May-2018 BBB+ A3 Stable Upgrade -

10-Nov-2017 BBB A3 Stable Maintain YES

10-May-2017 BBB A3 Stable Downgrade -

07-Apr-2016 BBB+ A3 Positive Maintain -

07-Apr-2015 BBB+ A3 Stable Upgrade -

Rating Rationale and Key Rating Drivers

The ratings capture improved risk profile of the bank. Compliance with all regulatory requirements has been achieved, except
capital adequacy; for which a structured plan has been chalked out. Sponsors injected cash, PKR ~400mln in CY17, thereby
bridging the gap in Minimum Capital Requirement of SBP. The bank has started producing profits beginning Jan-18. This has
been achieved through arresting the attrition in loan portfolio by disbursing fresh loans to quality customers and making stricter
follow-ups, while carrying out stringent efforts to recover older NPLs. Resultantly, provision of the bank has reduced by ~85%
in 1QCY18. The bank has completely revamped its operations including (i) cleansing of HR base, replacing with experienced
and professional staff (ii) re-building the organizational structure incorporating control monitors (iii) overhauling of IT
infrastructure and (iv) improving the overall control environment with revisiting policies and procedures , whereby policy
manuals are being made and (v) refurbishing the credit mechanism. Going forward, the bank envisages growth by capitalizing
on recently strengthened branch network accompanied with recoveries; expected to be translated into much higher profitability.
This would enable to supplement capital adequacy. The remaining gap would be filled through fresh capital from sponsors. The
plan is to meet CAR by End-Dec'18. The rating incorporates Sponsors' commitment, demonstrated by provision of requisite
support in the form of funds as well as re-organizing the entire operations.

The rating takes into account management's ability and Sponsors' commitment to turnaround the bank. Compliance with capital
adequacy requirement and continued profitability would benefit the rating. At the same time, quality of fresh disbursement as
well as recoveries of older NPLs would remain important. Meanwhile, attracting institutional deposits for swift expansion in
lending portfolio is imperative.

Disclosure

Name of Rated Entity Apna Microfinance Bank Limited

Type of Relationship Solicited

Purpose of the Rating Entity Rating

Applicable Criteria Methodology | MicroFinance Institutions (Jun-17),Methodology | Correlation between long-term and
short-term rating scale(Jun-17),Methodology | Criteria Modifiers(Jun-17)

Related Research Sector Study | Microfinance Bank(Apr-18)
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MICROFINANCE SNAPSHOT 

 Composition of 11 Microfinance Banks (MFBs), 16 

Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) and 6 Rural Support 

Programs (RSPs) with a credit outreach of ~44%, ~33% and 

~19% respectively. 

 Gross Loan Portfolio recorded at PKR~202bln at End-Dec17 

indicating a growth of ~10% in the 4QCY17. 

 Savings increased by ~15% in the 4QCY17 and recorded at 

PKR~163bln at End-Dec17. 

 Sector’s outreach growth rate - over ~6% in the 4QCY17. 

APNA MICROFINANCE BANK LIMITED 

Incorporation 2003 

Legal status 
Microfinance Bank – Listed on 

PSX 

Outreach 116 branches - Nationwide 

Head Office Sundar Das Road, Lahore 

 

 

OWNERSHIP  

 APNA Microfinance Bank (herein referred to as “the bank”) is a part of United International Group (UIG) with major ownership stake 

of ~45% vesting with the group company United Insurance and ~9% held by the United Track Systems (Pvt) Limited. The group is 

diversified into various other sectors including insurance, business tracking, information technology and business consultancy. 

 Other shareholders include individual sponsors i.e., Mr. Qamar-uz-Zaman, Mr. Imad Tahir and Mr. Muhammad Akram Shahid, each 

being a representative on the Board of Directors, holding a stake of ~17%, ~16% and 5% respectively. 

GOVERNANCE 

 The Board of Directors comprises of 8 members, with two directors holding more than ~10% ownership stake in the bank. Mr. Akram 

Shahid is the Chairman of the Board. 

 The Board has four sub-committees; (i) Executive (ii) HR & Remuneration (iii) Risk Management and (iv) Audit Committee. 

 The External Auditors of the bank, M/S Ilyas Saeed & Co. Chartered Accountants carried forward their previous year’s qualified 

opinion to CY17 with respect to renewal of micro-credits without completion of certain conditions of renewal along with non-

classification, non-provisioning and non-markup suspension of these cases by the bank’s information system.  

MANAGEMENT 

 In out-turn of an inspection conducted by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), the bank’s lending activities were suspended in 

November’16. Thereafter, substantial steps were taken by the management which led to resumption of lending from June’17 onwards. 

These steps included (i) cleansing of HR base, replacing with experienced and professional staff (ii) re-building the organization 

structure incorporating control monitors (iii) overhauling of IT infrastructure and (iv) refurbishing of credit mechanism.  

RISK MANAGEMENT  

 Separate Risk Division is in place; adequate mechanism for assessing credit worthiness and non-performing portfolio.  

 Redesign of all risk management policies and manuals. 

  ASSET RISK 

 Owing to credit delinquency, the bank’s gross loan portfolio (GLPs) dwindled to PKR~5,984mln at End-Dec’17 (End-Dec’16: 

PKR~6,397mln) – a decrease of 6%YoY. Gold backed loans accounted for ~4% of the total loans.  

 Non-performing loans (NPLs) displayed an inflated number clocking in at PKR~1,316mln at End-Dec17 (End-Dec16: 

PKR~1,484mln) i.e., ~22% of the GLP – nearly all pertaining to the pre-suspended old loan book of the bank. Attrition in GLPs is 

being arrested through the following measures; (i) fresh disbursements of PKR ~3.3bln till 1QCY18 to quality customers with stricter 

recovery and follow-ups & (ii) stringent efforts to recover older NPLs.  

 Notable improvements in the NPLs was witnessed in the 1QCY18. Overall NPLs declined by PKR ~192mln, with a decrease of ~26%, 

~12% and ~28% in the OAEM, doubtful and loss categories respectively. Increase of ~14% and 9% was observed in the sub-standard 

category and write-offs respectively. However, net decline implied higher recoveries and better asset health with low NPLs generation. 

The trend is expected to decline further, going forward, since provisions held at End-Dec17 represented PKR ~719mln as a result of 

inspection by SBP – majority of which has already been recovered and is expected to be reversed by End-Dec18. In 1QCY17, provision 

recorded against Kamalia Sugar Mills of PKR ~184mln was transferred to general provision since it has been recovered and reversal 

of the same will be reflected by End-Dec18. 

 Mechanism of Value Chain Financing for farmers provides the bank with three-fold security (i) farmer’s personal guarantee (ii) Cash 

payment receipt (CPR) lien in the name of the farmer and (iii) the Corporate’s guarantee (with whom the farmer has business). 

  PERFORMANCE 

 Small market share: GLP ~3%, deposits ~7% at End-Dec17. 

 Profitability attained beginning Jan-18. Optimizing on the restructuring of credit control, the bank managed to bring down specific 

provision charge for the year CY17 to PKR~278mln (CY16: PKR~847mln). In the 1QCY18, specific provision charge dropped down 

by ~85% from the same period last year. Insurance claims booked against default loans from the United Insurance (a group company) 

of PKR ~404mln in CY17 added in toning down bottom line losses to PKR ~80mln at End-Dec17. Net profit recorded for 1QCY18 

amounted to PKR ~15.5mln. Going forward, continued profitability trend is important. 

  FINANCIAL RISK 

 The bank was able to fulfill MCR at End-Dec17 through cash injected by sponsors of PKR~400mln in CY17. It, however, still remains 

non-compliant in meeting the capital adequacy ratio (CAR) of 15% which was recorded at ~7.7% at End-Dec’17. Deficit in CAR of 

PKR ~744mln (~7.33%) in 1QCY18 is expected to be revisited in Sep-18 for which a strategy is in place which primarily focuses on 

generating healthy profits and bridging the remaining gap through equity injection by sponsors. The targeted timeline to meet CAR is 

by End-Dec’18. 

 The bank is majorly funded through deposits which were sustained at PKR~12,529mln at End-Dec’17 (End-Dec’16: PKR~12,347). 

Liquidity of the bank remained relatively adequate at ~46% (End-Dec’16: ~47%)  
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PKR mln

BALANCE SHEET 31-Dec-17 31-Dec-16 31-Dec-15
Annual Annual Annual

Earning Assets

     Total Finances 4,772 4,920 2,566

     Investments 554 598 227

     Deposits with Banks 4,049 4,233 1,709

9,375 9,752 4,502

Non Earning Assets

     Non-Earning Cash 1202 1075 287

     Net Non-Performing Finances 130 571 53

     Fixed Assets & Others 3276 2156 828

4,608 3,802 1,168

TOTAL ASSETS 13,984 13,554 5,671

Interest Bearning Liabilities

     Deposits

         CASA 7673 6335 2437

         Time Deposits 4856 6012 2110

12,529          12,347          4,547            

Borrowings 202               204               -                

Non Interest Bearing Liabilities 232 296 69

TOTAL LIABILITIES 12,963             12,847             4,615               

EQUITY (including revaluation surplus) 1012 693 1030

Deferred Grants 9 15 25

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 13,984             13,554             5,670               

INCOME STATEMENT 31-Dec-17 31-Dec-16 31-Dec-15

Interest / Mark up Earned 1,578            1,442            447               

Interest / Mark up Expensed (704)              (672)              (187)              

Net Interest / Markup revenue 874               770               260               

Other Operating Income 51                 62                 40                 

Total Revenue 925               832               300               

Other Income 467               51                 57                 

Non-Interest / Non-Mark up Expensed (1,309)           (1,135)           (352)              

Pre-provision operating profit 84                 (252)              6                   

Provisions (273)              (846)              (30)                

Pre-tax profit (188)              (1,098)           (24)                

Taxes 109               362               (5)                  

NET INCOME (80)                (735)              (29)                

Ratio Analysis 31-Dec-17 31-Dec-16 31-Dec-15

Performance

       ROE -9% -85% -4%

       Cost-to-Total Net Revenue 94% 129% 98%

Capital Adequacy

       Equity/Total Assets 7% 5% 18%

       Capital Adequacy Ratio as per SBP 8% 7% 30%

Loan Loss Coverage

         Non-Performing Advances /Gross Advances 22% 23% 4%

         Loan Loss Provisions / Non-Performing Advances 90% 62% 55%

Funding & Liquidity

       Liquid Assets / Deposits and Borrowings 46% 47% 49%

       Advances / Deposits 39% 44% 58%

       CASA deposits / Total Customer Deposits 61% 51% 54%

Intermediation Efficiency

      Asset Yield 16% 20% 15%

      Cost of Funds 6% 8% 7%

      Spread 10.9% 12.4% 8.6%

Outreach

      Branches 116                  116                  73                    

Apna Microfinance Bank Limited

Apr-18
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                           ENTITY CREDIT RATING SCALE & DEFINITIONS  

Disclaimer: PACRA's rating is an assessment of the credit standing of an entity/issue in Pakistan.  They do not take into account the potential transfer / 

convertibility risk that may exist for foreign currency creditors. PACRA's opinion is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold a security, in as much as 

it does not comment on the security’s market price or suitability for a particular investor.  

Credit rating reflects forward-looking opinion on credit worthiness of underlying entity; more specifically it covers relative 

ability to honor financial obligations. The primary factor being captured on the rating scale is relative likelihood of default. 
  

LONG TERM RATINGS    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHORT TERM RATINGS 

AAA   Highest credit quality. Lowest expectation of credit risk. 

Indicate exceptionally strong capacity for timely payment of financial 

commitments.   

A1+:  The highest capacity for 

timely repayment.  

A1:.  A strong capacity for timely  
repayment.                                           

A2:  A satisfactory capacity for 

timely repayment. This may be 

susceptible to adverse changes in 

business, economic, or financial 

conditions.  

A3: An adequate capacity for timely 

repayment.  Such capacity is 

susceptible to adverse changes in 

business, economic, or financial 

conditions.  

B:   The capacity for timely 

repayment is more susceptible to 

adverse changes in business, 

economic, or financial conditions. 

C:  An inadequate capacity to ensure 

timely repayment.  

AA+  

AA  

AA-  

Very high credit quality.  Very low expectation of credit risk.   

Indicate very strong capacity for timely payment of financial commitments.  

This capacity is not significantly vulnerable to foreseeable events.  

A+  

A  

A-  

High credit quality.  Low expectation of credit risk.  

The capacity for timely payment of financial commitments is considered 

strong.  This capacity may, nevertheless, be vulnerable to changes in 

circumstances or in economic conditions.   

BBB+  

BBB  

BBB-  

Good credit quality.   Currently a low expectation of credit risk. 

The capacity for timely payment of financial commitments is considered 

adequate, but adverse changes in circumstances or economic conditions are 

more likely to impair this capacity.    

BB+  

BB  

BB-  

Moderate risk.  Possibility of credit risk developing.  

There is a possibility of credit risk developing, particularly as a result of 

adverse economic or business changes over time; however, business or 

financial alternatives may be available to allow financial commitments to be 

met.    

B+  

B  

B-  

High credit risk.  
A limited margin of safety remains against credit risk. Financial 

commitments are currently being met; however, capacity for continued 

payment is contingent upon a sustained, favorable business, and economic 

environment.  
CCC  

CC  

C  

Very high credit risk.    
“CCC” Default is a real possibility.  Capacity for meeting financial 

commitments is solely reliant upon sustained, favorable business or economic 

developments.  “CC” Rating indicates that default of some kind appears 

probable. “C” Ratings signal imminent default.  

D      Obligations are currently in default.  

Rating Watch  
Alerts to the possibility of a rating change 

subsequent to, or in anticipation of, a) some 

material identifiable event and/or b) 

deviation from expected trend. But it does 

not mean that a rating change is inevitable. 

Rating Watch may carry designation – 

Positive (rating may be raised, negative 

(lowered), or developing (direction is 

unclear). A watch should be resolved 

within foreseeable future, but may continue 

if underlying circumstances are not settled.  

Outlook (Stable, Positive, Negative, 

Developing)  
Indicates the potential and direction of a 

rating over the intermediate term in 

response to trends in economic and/or 

fundamental business or financial 

conditions. It is not necessarily a precursor 

to a rating change. ‘Stable’ outlook means 

a rating is not likely to change. ‘Positive’ 

means it may be raised. ‘Negative’ means 

it may be lowered. Where the trends have 

conflicting elements, the outlook may be 

described as ‘Developing’.  

Suspension 
It is not possible to 

update an opinion due to 
lack of requisite 

information. Opinion 

should be resumed in 
foreseeable future. 

However, if this does not 
happen within six (6) 

months, a suspended 
rating should be 

considered withdrawn.  
  

Withdrawn 
A rating is withdrawn on a) 

termination of rating 

mandate, b) cessation of 

underlying entity, c) the 

debt instrument is 

redeemed, d) the rating 

remains suspended for six 

months, or e) the 

entity/issuer defaults.  
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Regulatory and Supplementary Disclosure
(Credit Rating Companies Regulations,2016)

Rating Team Statements 
(1) Rating is just an opinion about the creditworthiness of the entity and does not constitute recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security of the
entity rated or to buy, hold or sell the security rated, as the case may be | Chapter III; 14-3-(x)

2) Conflict of Interest
i. The Rating Team or any of their family members have no interest in this rating | Chapter III; 12-2-(j)
ii. PACRA, the analysts involved in the rating process and members of its rating committee, and their family members, do not have any conflict of
interest relating to the rating done by them | Chapter III; 12-2-(e) & (k)
iii. The analyst is not a substantial shareholder of the customer being rated by PACRA [Annexure F; d-(ii)] Explanation: for the purpose of above clause,
the term “family members” shall include only those family members who are dependent on the analyst and members of the rating committee

Restrictions
(3) No director, officer or employee of PACRA communicates the information, acquired by him for use for rating purposes, to any other person except
where required under law to do so. | Chapter III; 10-(5)
(4) PACRA does not disclose or discuss with outside parties or make improper use of the non-public information which has come to its knowledge
during business relationship with the customer | Chapter III; 10-7-(d)
(5) PACRA does not make proposals or recommendations regarding the activities of rated entities that could impact a credit rating of entity subject to
rating | Chapter III; 10-7-(k)

Conduct of Business 
(6) PACRA fulfills its obligations in a fair, efficient, transparent and ethical manner and renders high standards of services in performing its functions
and obligations; | Chapter III; 11-A-(a)
(7) PACRA uses due care in preparation of this Rating Report. Our information has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable but its
accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed. PACRA does not, in every instance, independently verifies or validates information received in the rating
process or in preparing this Rating Report.
(8) PACRA prohibits its employees and analysts from soliciting money, gifts or favors from anyone with whom PACRA conducts business | Chapter III;
11-A-(q)
(9) PACRA ensures before commencement of the rating process that an analyst or employee has not had a recent employment or other significant
business or personal relationship with the rated entity that may cause or may be perceived as causing a conflict of interest; | Chapter III; 11-A-(r)
(10) PACRA maintains principal of integrity in seeking rating business | Chapter III; 11-A-(u)
(11) PACRA promptly investigates, in the event of a misconduct or a breach of the policies, procedures and controls, and takes appropriate steps to
rectify any weaknesses to prevent any recurrence along with suitable punitive action against the responsible employee(s) | Chapter III; 11-B-(m)

Independence & Conflict of interest 
(12) PACRA receives compensation from the entity being rated or any third party for the rating services it offers. The receipt of this compensation has
no influence on PACRA´s opinions or other analytical processes. In all instances, PACRA is committed to preserving the objectivity, integrity and
independence of its ratings. Our relationship is governed by two distinct mandates i) rating mandate - signed with the entity being rated or issuer of the
debt instrument, and fee mandate - signed with the payer, which can be different from the entity
(13) PACRA does not provide consultancy/advisory services or other services to any of its customers or to any of its customers’ associated companies
and associated undertakings that is being rated or has been rated by it during the preceding three years unless it has adequate mechanism in place
ensuring that provision of such services does not lead to a conflict of interest situation with its rating activities; | Chapter III; 12-2-(d)
(14) PACRA discloses that no shareholder directly or indirectly holding 10% or more of the share capital of PACRA also holds directly or indirectly
10% or more of the share capital of the entity which is subject to rating or the entity which issued the instrument subject to rating by PACRA; |
Reference Chapter III; 12-2-(f)
(15) PACRA ensures that the rating assigned to an entity or instrument is not be affected by the existence of a business relationship between PACRA and
the entity or any other party, or the non-existence of such a relationship | Chapter III; 12-2-(i)
(16) PACRA ensures that the analysts or any of their family members shall not buy or sell or engage in any transaction in any security which falls in the
analyst’s area of primary analytical responsibility. This clause shall, however, not be applicable on investment in securities through collective
investment schemes. | Chapter III; 12-2-(l)
(17) PACRA has established policies and procedure governing investments and trading in securities by its employees and for monitoring the same to
prevent insider trading, market manipulation or any other market abuse | Chapter III; 11-B-(g)

Monitoring and review 
(18) PACRA monitors all the outstanding ratings continuously and any potential change therein due to any event associated with the issuer, the security
arrangement, the industry etc., is disseminated to the market, immediately and in effective manner, after appropriate consultation with the entity/issuer; |
Chapter III | 18-(a)
(19) PACRA reviews all the outstanding ratings on semi-annual basis or as and when required by any creditor or upon the occurrence of such an event
which requires to do so; | Chapter III | 18-(b)
(20) PACRA initiates immediate review of the outstanding rating upon becoming aware of any information that may reasonably be expected to result in
downgrading of the rating; | Chapter III | 18-(c)
(21) PACRA engages with the issuer and the debt securities trustee, to remain updated on all information pertaining to the rating of the entity/instrument;
| Chapter III | 18-(d)
Probability of Default
(22) PACRA´s Rating Scale reflects the expectation of credit risk. The highest rating has the lowest relative likelihood of default (i.e, probability).
PACRA´s transition studies capture the historical performance behavior of a specific rating notch. Transition behavior of the assigned rating can be
obtained from PACRA´s Transition Study available at our website. (www.pacra.com). However, actual transition of rating may not follow the pattern
observed in the past | Chapter III | 14-(f-VII)
Proprietary Information
(23) All information contained herein is considered proprietary by PACRA. Hence, none of the information in this document can be copied or, otherwise
reproduced, stored or disseminated in whole or in part in any form or by any means whatsoever by any person without PACRA’s prior written consent
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